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Annandale – North Springfield Little League 
Monthly Board of Directors Meeting 

February 3, 2021 – Minutes 
Zoom call, 7:30 pm 

Members in attendance: Don Pedersen, Adam Leroy, J.R. Wycinsky, Mark Holmes, Don Forrer, 

Dennis Wright, Bryan Patterson, Adam LeRoy, Tony Fiorino, Rick Elliott, Wayne Wisneski, Jason 

Kowalewski, Mary Craige, Bill Dristy, Heather Terreri, Brian McMurry. 

Call to order at 7:33pm. 

Minutes: Review & approve January BoD meeting minutes and January 28, 2021 meeting 
minutes. Don motioned to approve minutes; Board approved minutes.  

Clarification of January 28, 2021 minutes: Issue of Juniors and 15 yr - Clarification is if we 
approve for 15 year olds to play, then we approve to allow them to pitch.  

Budget:  Taxes, January expenses. No concerns. 

Registration - Good news is we tracking well in terms for registration 85-86%.  Major and 
minors is tracking just as expected usually bump right at deadline.  Should be right around 240 
signups.   

  
Player evaluations - Close to 80% of slots in Signup Genius are taken.  People can show up if 
can't make a time and we will fill them in.  We have enough volunteers to conduct the 
evaluation successfully on 21st .  Feb 6th have volunteers.  We will want to keep people moving 
for covid reasons.  A lot of doors in the facility to keep air moving.  Nzone takes temps and 
verify that they are in system.  Will have good staging area. Will be rigid on kids wearing masks 
and will enforce. The facility is bigger than standard gym. Coaches should bring clip boards. 
Expect 5 grounders, 5 throws, 5 popups. Will have kids hit off tees into nets. Saturday mornings 
are slow for the facility so should have place to ourselves. Parents will need to wait in cars. 
Going to encourage parents to wait in car for covid but can come in.  Question about seating - 
they do have fold up chairs. But coaches should probably bring own chair. Suggest for Adam 
and Don Forrer to give primer for first time coaches prior to the player evaluation - High level 
primer of how to score kids.  Question regarding Helmets - only 1 person has asked for one. JR 
will bring extras. Bats - kids should bring own but will be a few and will spray or wipe down.  
Will bring a lot of balls so only balls are used once.  Only helpers will handle balls at the tees.  
 
Question about grading players - Will be graded on range of 1-25. Don Forrer will offer a zoom 
call primer on Friday evening but will do the same thing on Saturday morning.  Will hand out 
instructions. Somebody to get a 25 then that's best player in Majors. Challenge is major and 
minor players. Coaches are expected to be there at 8:30am. 192 slots and we expect 240 
players. We will fit them in. Open times to be added. Everything has to come to the evaluations. 
Always have 20 players or so each year that don't show. Any Major player whose parent is 
manager then they ar to come to.  Only this year LL will allow absence due to covid. Michael 
Skosky is only one to request. If parent requests exemption due to covid concern then ok as 
well.  
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Manager Meeting - Manager's meeting, dates are not set yet. Dennis will host. Younger levels - 
may do a different date. Heather will set up safety meetings. Dates to be determined.  Jason 
working to get a book for the managers. No hard copies of book, just electronic.  

  
Draft - Clarification about the draft - will be virtual. Draw numbers out of a hat, instead of 
rolling dice. 

  
Opening Day - April 10th is planned date. Unsure if we will be able to have it per Covid 
guidelines from Governor.  We will wait and see. 

  
Closing date will be June 12th but majors would need to close June 5th but would require to 
change start of playoff tournament.  For younger levels can do June 12th. Last day of school is 
June 12th.  Will wrap up majors and juniors by June 5th. 

  
Clinics  - Both AA and AAA are full and sold out in 48 hours. 10 slots still available for catchers 
clinic.  Need more coaches for the catchers clinic.  Bryan to provide tees and balls.  Equipment 
is at pine ridge.  Need coaches to attend these clinics and sign up.  

  
Video library - Do we want to have links on our website to place hitting and fielding videos on 
the ANSLL website? Bill can set up.  Can catalog what's best for each level. Question regarding 
rights to videos. Most all are on Youtube which is public sourced.  Tony to work with Bill to 
make it happen. 

  
Question about clinics for coaches - Tony and Adam will create coaches clinics - can do in 
person or through zoom.  Tony offered to go to some practices and train through that.  They 
will work it out. 

  
Managers doing background check - All but 6 have done there's.  

Safety Meetings - 2/28 and 3/14 are dates for Kendall safety talk. 30-40 minutes length.  

Covid rules updates - parents allowed at practices. Making this formal in plan. Loss of test or 
smell is part of language - being added.  

Masking wearing: 

T-ball, coach pith, machine pitch ages to wear masks all the time 

AA, AAA, Majors, and Juniors - optional in the field and mandatory in the dugout and extended 
dugout.   

Sanitizers and wipes for managers - Recommend coaches sanitize areas touched frequently.  

Coaches for AA, AAA, Majors, and Juniors are required to wear masks in dugouts but not in 
field - Highly encourage that all coaches should wear all the time.  

Coaches for T-Ball, Coach Pitch and Machine Pitch - Mandatory for coaches to wear mask all 
the time.   

Umpires - Required to wear mask.  
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Discussion if outbreak - if 1 kid is positive then team shuts down for 10 days. League could put 
team under suspension if positive. League withholds right to suspend operations for a team if 
necessary.   

Heather will update and send out to Board.  

Facilities: 

Approval of ANSLL fields: 
Move to approve following fields for calendar year: 

Pine ridge 1.2.3 
Micklewright 
Howery 1.2.3 
Annandale Community Park 1.2 
Providence Elementary 3.4 
Bonnie Brae Elementary 90' field 
Pitman Hills Adult Education Center 
Frost Middle School 
Holmes Middle School 
Annandale High School - Varsity 
Robinson High School - JV and Varsity 
Woodson High School - JV and Varsity 
Thomas Jefferson High School - Varsity  
 
Motion to approve fields – Board approved.  

 
Question regarding Interleague - Providence Elementary and Bonnie Brae Elementary are 
approved for Interleague. We have to approve visiting fields for insurance purposes.  – Board 
approved. 

  
Field projects: 

Pine ridge backstop - Mastenbrook Grant to cover half cost of backstop at Pine Ridge and half 
cost of fixing cages, and installing bull pens at Pine Ridge. 

ADA project – Project is complete. 

Scorekeepers structure at Pine Ridge Majors field - Old structure has been demolished. In the 
process of getting bids. Awaiting answer from county to require a permit. If we need it, then we 
will certify. We will get engineer to certify foundations if needed. Anticipate cost of $10,000 
roughly. $5000 materials, labor for $5000.  Maybe labor for roof.  

Question regarding Sunshades - One bid was $86,000; $200,000 was recent quote.  

Banners - no limit.  

Clean up dates - March 27th and April 3rd. Micklewright and Howery are only fields that need 
cleanup.   

Memorial at Howery - will increase size of bricks for now. 
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Need to know when port - a -johns are placed. They don't place them until couple days prior to 
the permit. Week of March 5th is when they will be placed. Rick has ordered 2 ADA units we 
are paying ourselves. Tony we take care of this. 

Board Discussion: 

Sponsorship updates - been slow in response. Mary will go to Giant and some restaurants. 
Bryan's company has given money. Personal connection. Please reach out to Mary if leads. 
Most people are asking for name on website or banner. But will try to do more.  

  
Kehrer Family donation - Amount and letter was sent to Board. And will be included as 
attachment to minutes.   

  
Rule changes and Local Rules - Don would like to put forth a small committee to put forth the 
rules - Dennis, Wayne and Don will be that committee. Eight local rules. Eight for local leagues 
to consider from LL.  16 rules total. How ANSLL puts together teams. Allow the option of majors 
and juniors teams to play with 8 players - unanimously approved. Can allow with 8 and finish 
with 8 players - unanimously approved. Courtesy runner with pitchers and catchers with 2 outs. 
Must be player who made the last out - this language to be added - voted and approved by the 
board.  

  
Draft rules - Don reviewed "How ANSLL forms baseball teams." Discussed unique draft rules to 
our draft. Need to state that rules that differ should be noted. Goal is to have 12 and 13 players 
per team.  

  
Sibling Rule - Discussion to have sibling rule - agreed to maintain use of alternate rule which is 
to mandatory draft of second sibling in the very next round.  

  
Draft - In the past, have set limit of (12) 10 years olds in majors. Will wait until closer to the 
draft to make that decision.  Do we do a limit per team vs limit overall - Board will consider.   

  
Trade window - typically 24 hours duration.  

  
Secrecy rule - Will maintain - Not tell players which position they were drafted.  

  
Assistant Coaches - Board has to approve Assistant Coaches.  

  
Concern of a few Managers pitching too few of players in the Fall - had some coaches only 
pitching 5 players throughout the season.  Should be required that all players must pitch in the 
season unless a player says that they don't want to.  Don will work on this language.  

  
Approve additional Managers - Scott Breece - 5th juniors manager - willing and available. AA 
manager - Travis Thurmond - managed in the Fall and paired good assistant with season fall. 
Travis and Scott were voted on and approved.   

  
One other parent was discussed as a head coach for AA - and some concern in the past with 
communication so was not voted on.  
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TeamUp - Teamup event on Feb 15th - Only allowed open to 10 to 12 kids so will open to Board 
members children. Looks like Teamup will give uniforms in the Fall. Will have a clinic for LL on 
June 12th.  

Dicks Sporting donation - JR to identify 10 kids who League will give equipment to. We did get 
approval - donating equipment for 10 kids. Give entire package to the family - cannot split it.   

 

Next meeting: March 3, 2021 

  
  

 

 


